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Goal of Activity
The goal of the peer instructional review session is to allow students to prepare for a midterm exam or final
exam with a strategy designed to enhance learning and information retention (Koh, Lee, & Lim, 2018). The
concepts that the students retain are intended to be used in future coursework and to add to their overall
knowledge base. The underlying premise of this approach is that by using the active learning strategy of
teaching others, the peer instructors will retain more of the information.
Description of the Activity
Prior to a midterm or final exam, students are divided into groups of three or four. Each group is assigned
one or two chapters which they will master and teach to the rest of the class. Groups must be prepared to
answer questions from their peers and the instructor regarding their assigned chapters. Depending on the
nature of the class and the chapter topics, a brief outline is provided by the instructor to the student groups
to serve as a guide for their preparation. Students are given an appropriate time frame—normally a few
days—to prepare and either meet outside of the normal class period to practice their final presentation, or
during class if it coincides with a face-to-face meeting of a hybrid class.
During the peer instructional review session, each group has about fifteen to twenty minutes to present the
chapter content and highlight the most important concepts to their peers. There is a five to ten-minute
question and answer session where students can ask the peer instructors questions. The instructor ensures
that all important concepts are covered by asking additional questions of the peer instructors. Students then
rate their peer instructors as a group on their overall performance as a graded assignment. In turn, the next
group gives their presentation and the process continues until all groups and all content chapters have been
presented.
Reflection of the Activity
The activity requires students to prepare and know the content well enough to be able to teach the concepts
and to answer questions, allowing the peer instructors to better retain those concepts. It enables the students
and the peer instructors to see potential areas that need further clarification, allowing them to focus their
studies on the areas specific to their levels of understanding.
The instructor may also identify areas where the students lack full understanding and can modify their
teaching methods in the future. For example, the instructor can create other active learning assignments
and labs to address common learning gaps highlighted by this activity.
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Images: Student-led peer instructional sessions.
Student Feedback
I found the Peer Instructional Session super useful and only had to do minimal studying to do well on the exam because I
know what areas to focus on.
Peer pressure forced me to really prepare and know the material since I did not want to be embarrassed by my classmates
or the professor.
Only after doing the exercise did I see that teaching is a difficult task. I had no idea of all the prep work that was required
to teach effectively until I had to prepare and I was only responsible for 1 chapter!
Initially I did not like the assignment because I am not a good public speaker but that forced me to really know the material
to be able to present it helping me retain it for the exam.
The session felt like an informal group study session and I found out clearly what I needed to focus my studies on.
During the exam when the concepts were tested, I realized I recalled them from the peer instructional session especially those
that I presented with ease.
I still remember concepts from the chapter that I presented that I used in a later class over a year after giving this session.
Conclusion
As the student feedback suggests, students find that the peer-instruction process makes their studying much
more interactive, resulting in better retention of the concepts presented. The activity forces students to take
control of their own learning instead of being passive learners and leaving it up to the instructor to do most
of the work.
Data from several semesters over several years in an upper level Information Technology course has shown
that the midterm exam score averages are approximately 10-15% higher than when presented in the more
passive approach.
Many students, even after several semesters, still remember the chapters they were responsible for teaching.
This approach may lead to long-term conceptual recollection which is part of the author’s goal of the activity
for more permanent knowledge retention.
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